RETHINKING PRIVACY:
FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES REINTERPERTED

INTRODUCTION
Principles of fair information practices (“FIPPs”) have formed the foundation of data privacy guidance
for over 40 years. By focusing on the collection, use and protection of information rather than on any
particular technology, practice or application, the FIPPs have demonstrated their flexibility and
adaptability. As a result, they have remained relevant over decades of transformational developments in
the digital marketplace – in technology, business models, data uses and citizens’ expectations. First
articulated in 1973, FIPPs continue to serve as the basis for law and regulation across the United States,
Europe and around the globe. They also form the basis for industry codes of conduct and international
agreements about accepted data protection and transfer practices.1 Intel relies on the articulation of the
FIPPS in privacy guidelines promulgated by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development as the core of its privacy policies and practices. These principles were designed to
harmonize national privacy legislation without interrupting the free flow of information across borders.
They are recognized for their continued utility over 30 years in the face of rapid changes in information
technology and data-driven business. They comprise eight principles addressing the collection, security
and primary and secondary uses of data.2
Recently, traditional notions of FIPPs have come under scrutiny. Fast-paced developments in digital
technology present unprecedented practical challenges for companies applying privacy law, regulation,
and commonly accepted principles. Moreover, as analytics enhance and amplify the power of data
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Among the most widely recognized international agreements governing international data transfers is the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development’s “Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data,” articulated in 1980. These guidelines were updated in 2013. The Asia Pacific
Economic Cooperation forum adopted the APEC Privacy Framework in 2005. The Framework also relies on FIPPs
as its foundation, but places emphasis on prevention of harm to individuals that might result from the misuse of
information as one of its primary objectives. Commentary to the Framework states that protections and remedies
for infringements should be proportionate to the likelihood and severity of any harm threatened by the collection
or use of personal information. Other iterations of the FIPPS have also gained relevance. For a review of the
history of the FIPPs (albeit with a heightened though not exclusive focus on the United States), see Robert
Gellman, “Fair Information Practices: A Basic History,” version 2.12, August 3, 2014, at
http:/www.bobgelman.com/rg-docs/rg-FIPShistory.pdf, last accessed January 19, 2015.
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The eight principles set out by the OECD are: 1) collection limitation; 2) data quality; 3) purpose specification; 4)
use limitation; 5) security safeguards principle; 6) openness principle; 7) individual participation; and 8)
accountability, “OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data,” available
at
www.oecd.org/internet/ieconomy/oecdguidelinesontheprotectionofprivacyandtransborderflowsofpersonaldata.
htm#preface, last accessed December 27, 2014.
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processing and the results it yields, organizations are required to make difficult choices about when data
processing is appropriate and how to apply traditional guidance.
In spite of these concerns, Intel believes that the FIPPS continue to reflect long-held, widely-accepted
values about the individual’s relationship with personal data and organizations’ responsibility to protect
that data.
In early 2014, Intel released “Applying Privacy Principles in a Rapidly Changing World.”3 In that paper we
argue that policymakers should not discard these enduring principles, but instead consider new
methods of implementation that effectively protect privacy and encourage innovation. The document
suggests that traditional principles of fair information practices continue to provide relevant data
protection guidance, but that they must be reinterpreted to keep pace with rapid innovation in
technology and data use.
This paper further develops the discussion begun in the 2014 document. Fair information practice
principles can continue to guide the ethical and innovative use of data. What follows proposes how the
principles can be effective in the emerging data ecosystem.
PRINCIPLES OF FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES
1. Collection Limitation Principle
“There should be limits to the collection of personal data and any such data should be obtained by lawful
and fair means and, where appropriate, with the knowledge or consent of the data subject.”
The collection limitation principle traditionally has been interpreted to require data controllers to limit
their collection to data that is necessary to complete a transaction or carry out a particular, identified
function. According to this principle, the amount of information collected and held should be the
minimum necessary to achieve the specified purpose.
The promise of big data challenges the traditional implementation of this principle. Advocates of big
data analytics and their potential to reveal unanticipated insights or correlations argue that data
collection should not be limited, because information unrelated to a specific purpose may be essential
to arriving at insights, predictions and inferences not previously knowable. They argue that limiting data
collection could preclude the discovery of important correlations that may not be anticipated today, but
that may be important in the future and revealed through advanced analytic processing. However,
collection of information can create risks for individuals. Security breaches provide an example of this
type of risk, as unauthorized access to data can result in unplanned use of the information to harm
individuals. In some cases, the best way to minimize the risk from data is not to collect the data in the
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“Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid Change,” available at
http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/reports/federal-trade-commission-bureau-consumerprotection-preliminary-ftc-staff-report-protecting-consumer/101201privacyreport.pdf, last accessed December 27,
2014.
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first place. While the value of large, diverse data sets is well-recognized, societal norms or interests may
argue against collection of certain kinds of information, if the risks outweigh the potential benefits.4
Rigorous risk assessment can evaluate both the risks and benefits that may flow from the collection of
data. Organizations should limit the collection of data that creates a high risk of harm either to
individuals or to society, and where the potential benefits do not justify those risks.
2. Data Quality Principle
“Personal data should be relevant to the purposes for which they are to be used, and to the extent
necessary for those purposes, should be accurate, complete and kept up-to-date.”
The principle of Data Integrity states that personal data should be relevant to the purposes for which
they are to be used and, to the extent necessary for those purposes, should be accurate, complete, and
kept up-to-date. This principle promotes the use of data of a quality commensurate with the purpose for
which it being used.
The Data Integrity Principle is reflected in the EU Data Protection Directive, which requires Member
States to provide that personal data are, inter alia ‘accurate and, when necessary, kept up to date.’ It
further requires that ‘every reasonable step must be taken to ensure that data which are inaccurate or
incomplete, having regard to the purposes for which they were collected or for which they are further
processed, are erased or rectified.’5 Similarly, the US Privacy Act requires that government agencies
‘maintain all records which are used by the agency in making any determination about any individual
with such accuracy, relevance, timeliness, and completeness as is reasonably necessary to assure
fairness to the individual in the determination[.]’6 The principle is also found in international guidance
on privacy and data protection and industry best practices.
The quality, relevance, and suitability of data fostered by the Data Integrity Principle continue to be
important, particularly when data about individuals is processed using analytics. While the quality of
data may be less critical when data scientists search for general trends in data, it remains essential when
data is processed to arrive at predictions or decisions that will affect an individual.7 While data quality
has always been important to arriving at trustworthy decisions, the enhanced power of analytics, the
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An example of such a risk might be a camera feed designed to capture images of individuals as they enter a
medical clinic that primarily makes treatment available to people who are HIV positive.
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Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of
individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, Section I, Article
6(d) provides that data must be “accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be
taken to ensure that data which are inaccurate or incomplete, having regard to the purposes for which they were
collected or for which they are further processed, are erased or rectified. . . “
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5 U.S.C Sec. 522 a(e)(5).
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K Krasnow Waterman and Paula J. Bruening “Big Data analytics: risks and responsibilities,” International Data
Privacy Law, 2014, Vol. 4, No. 2, Oxford University Press,
available at http://idpl.oxfordjournals.org/content/4/2/89.full.pdf+html, last accessed on December 27, 2014.
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predictive insights it can yield, and its role in decisions about individuals in such fundamental areas as
medical treatment, access to insurance, and academic and educational pursuits has heightened the
importance of this principle. Companies using personal data to arrive at a decision affecting individuals
should make sure that the data is relevant, accurate, complete, and up-to-date.8
3. Purpose Specification Principle
“The purposes for which personal data are collected should be specified not later than at the time of
data collection and the subsequent use limited to the fulfillment of those purposes or such others as are
not incompatible with those purpose and as are specified on each occasion of change of purpose.”
The purpose specification principle has been interpreted to require companies to limit their use of data
to that specified in their privacy policy as made known to the user. It has allowed for uses compatible
with that set forth in the privacy notice.
The challenges involved in understanding what uses an organization can make of data in the context of
its privacy policy increase with the proliferation of new technologies and advances in processing
capabilities. Big data analytics is an important example of how these developments heighten the focus
on the purpose specification principle. Understanding what uses an organization can make of data in the
context of their privacy policy is especially challenging when it is not possible to anticipate what insights
analytic processing of data may reveal, and when the questions data may answer are only apparent
years after its collection.
The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights places purpose specification in the context of the companyconsumer relationship. It refers to the need for companies to limit the use, collection and disclosure of
personal data to those purposes that are consistent with both 1) the relationship that they have with
consumers, and 2) the context in which consumers originally disclose the data, unless required by law to
do otherwise. In its discussion of a company’s analysis of context, it refers to the age and sophistication
of the user, the need to distinguish personal data uses on the basis of how closely they relate to the
purpose for which consumers use a service or application, and the business processes necessary to
provide the service or application. It further highlights that the “adaptive uses of personal data” may be
the source of innovation.
The Article 29 Working Party’s opinion on Purpose Specification notes that the 95/46 Directive allows
the processing of data for purposes that are “specified, explicit and legitimate,” and “not incompatible”
with the original purpose.9 It articulates key factors to be considered when assessing whether a purpose
is “not incompatible,” including:
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The access to data that promotes openness and individual participation facilitates data integrity.
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The opinion also clarifies aspects of the requirement such as “further processing” of data, the notion of
incompatibility, the methods of compatibility assessments that the data controller may employ; and the situations
in which such an assessment is necessary.
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The relationship between the purposes for which the data have been collected and the
purposes of further processing;
The context in which the data have been collected and their reasonable expectations of the
data subjects as to their further use;
The nature of the data and the impact of the further processing on data subjects;
The safeguards applied by the controller to ensure fair processing and to prevent any undue
impact on the data subjects.10

We need additional guidance about what constitutes compatible use. Innovative uses of data that will
drive substantial social benefits should largely be “not incompatible” with most purposes specified to
individuals. For example, medical research that may find a cure for an illness will most likely be “not
incompatible” with the original collection of medical information. However, use of that same data to
increase medical insurance premiums on individuals would likely fail this test. The factors articulated by
the Article 29 Working Party may be helpful in this analysis. Consideration of these factors should be
supplemented with an evaluation of the social value of the processing.
4. Use Limitation Principle
“Personal data should not be disclosed, made available or otherwise used for purposes other than those
specified in accordance with [purpose specification principle] except:
a) with the consent of the data subject;
b) by the authority of law.
Data governance mechanisms have traditionally relied upon choice or consent to determine the
appropriate use of data. Two types of choice/consent regimes have been considered: opt-in or opt-out.
Opt-in regimes require affirmative steps by the consumer to allow the collection and/or use of
information; opt-out regimes require affirmative steps to prevent the collection and/or use of such
information. The distinction lies in the default when no affirmative steps are taken by the consumer.
Choice can also involve more than a binary yes/no option. Sometimes consumers are empowered to
tailor the nature of the information they reveal and the uses to which it will be put.
Discussions about choice and consent reflect a movement away from the user’s ability and responsibility
to exercise control over the collection and processing of data pertaining to them. The ubiquity of data
collection and use make choice unwieldy if not impossible to implement in many situations; because
data is so central to the ability to participate in public life choice is often illusory. Organizational
accountability (discussed in part 8 of this document) shifts the burden of policing the data marketplace
from the individual (and her ability to exercise choice) to the company.
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The opinion also discusses the concept of “predictability as relevant when assessing the compatibility of further
processing activities. It states that “[i]n general, further processing cannot be considered predictable if it is not
sufficiently related to the original purpose and does not meet the reasonable expectations of the data subjects at
the time of collection, based on the context of the collections.”
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Data governance would benefit from a model based on permissible and prohibited uses. Practical
implementation of the principle of use limitation should rely on a clear examination and articulation of
acceptable and prohibited uses. Acceptable uses could range from commonly understood business uses
of data to fulfill contract requirements, deliver a good or service, or facilitate routine internal accounting
functions. Prohibited uses could include decisions to refrain from processing data that may reveal or
imply characteristics such as race, gender, age, or others that fall outside legal or societal norms.
The appropriateness of data uses that fall between those clearly defined as acceptable and prohibited
may be less clear. In such cases, determinations should be based on a company’s analysis of the benefits
and assessment of risk to users. Robust risk assessment will aid with these determinations. Additional
work must be carried out to identify risks against which new uses are analyzed.
5. Security Safeguards Principle
“Personal data should be protected by reasonable security safeguards against such risks as loss or
unauthorized access, destruction, use, modification or disclosure of data.”
The Security Safeguards Principle requires that companies deploy procedural and technical measures to
protect against loss and the unauthorized access, destruction, use, or disclosure of the data. Procedural
measures include internal steps organizations take to limit access to data and ensure that those
individuals with access do not utilize the data for unauthorized purposes. Technical security measures to
prevent unauthorized access include encryption in the transmission and storage of data; limits on access
through use of passwords; and the storage of data on secure servers or computers that are inaccessible
by modem.
Security is a process: no one static standard can assure adequate security, as threats, technology and
the measures available to protect against intrusions and compromises to systems constantly evolve.
Security programs to protect personal data may vary depending on the nature of the data collected.
Companies have been required to maintain a security program that is "appropriate to the
circumstances."
Complex data environments and vast data stores heighten the importance of security. Technology’s
increased capacity to collect, correlate, and store data about individuals raises the risk of its exposure
and misuse. The importance of protecting data to maintain its integrity is heightened, as data can reveal
more sensitive insights that in some cases have significant, long-term consequences for individuals.
Moreover, the function and accuracy of critical systems operations will increasingly rely on data, further
increasing the importance of security.11
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Increasingly data will be critical to inter alia the accurate operation of personal medical devices; the safe
operation of vehicles and movement of traffic on highways; and the appropriate, timely distribution of energy
resources. See generally, Mayer-Schonberger, V. and Cukier, K., Big Data: A Revolution that Will Change the Way
We Live, Work and Think, Clays Ltd., St. Ives plc, 2013.
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Intel believes that organizations must implement appropriate administrative, technical and physical
security measures that ensure the integrity and confidentiality of information and protect against
threats. Security should also protect against unauthorized access to and loss, misuse, alteration or
destruction of data. Intel believes that the industry would benefit from security best practices
developed through an industry-led process. Such best practices should take into account the size and
complexity of an organization, the nature of its activities, risks in the use or transmission of data and the
sensitivity of data in question. Best practices should also take into account the state-of-the-art
safeguards available, cost of implementation, and best practices developed through multi-stakeholder
processes.
6.

Openness Principle

“There should be a general policy of openness about developments, practices and policies with respect to
personal data. Means should be readily available of establishing the existence and nature of personal
data and the main purposes of their use, as well as the identity and usual residence of the data
controller.”
The principle of openness was originally articulated in the Code of Fair Information Practices developed
by the Health Education and Welfare Advisory Committee. Their code stated that “[t]here must be no
personal data record-keeping systems whose very existence is secret.12 Beginning in the late 1970’s,
notice served to give practical effect to the principle of openness. Since then, notice has provided the
basis for consumers’ decisions about the collection, processing, sharing and reuse of their personal
information. In the United States, it has served as the basis for regulation by the Federal Trade
Commission under Section 5 of the FTC Act,13 which provides that companies whose practices are at
odds with their notices may be prosecuted for deception. The European Data Protection Directive
specifies information about data collection, processing and sharing that must be provided to
individuals.14 The APEC Privacy Framework states that data controllers should provide clear and easily
accessible statements about their practices and policies with respect to personal information.15
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The Health, Education and Welfare Code of Fair Information Practices is based on five principles: 1) There must
be no personal data record-keeping systems whose very existence is secret; 2) There must be a way for a person to
find out what information about the person is in a record and how it is used; 3) There must be a way for a person
to prevent information about the persona that was obtained for one purpose from being used or made available
for other purposes without the person’s consent; 4) There must be a way for a person to correct or amend a
record of identifiable information about the person; and 5) Any organization creating, maintaining, using or
disseminating records of identifiable personal data must assure the reliability of the data for their intended use
and must take precautions to prevent misuse of the data.
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Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (FTC Act) (15 USC 45) prohibits ‘‘unfair or deceptive acts or
practices in or affecting commerce.’’
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Directive 95/46/EC Section IV, Article 10 states that, “in cases of collection of data from the data subject
Member States shall provide that the controller or his representative must provide a data subject from whom data
relating to himself are collected with at least the following information, except where he already has it: (a) the
identity of the controller and of his representative, if any; (b) the purposes of the processing for which the data are
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Notice arguably fosters openness by requiring companies to make public the business models, vendor
relationships and the data practices that drive the digital economy. However, since the mid-1990’s,
both online and offline notices have come under criticism from regulators, privacy and consumer
advocates, and businesses as too complex, legalistic, lengthy, and opaque. Businesses complain that
writing notices that meet regulators’ requirements for completeness is difficult. Consumer advocates
call for more clarity and concise, consumer-friendly language. Notices which support consumer choice
about subsequent use of personal information often are written in language that allows companies such
latitude that consent authorizes nearly any data use. Many notices are designed such that when an
individual proceeds with the use of the service or website, consent is implied. Research shows that the
great majority of individuals do not read privacy policies, and it is unclear that even those who do
understand what they need to know about how their data will be processed.
Rapid changes in technology further strain the ability of companies to provide useful notice. Ubiquitous
deployment of sensors, advances in big data and real time analytics, and the complex vendor
relationships and data sharing partnerships that characterize today’s information ecosystem challenge
businesses’ ability to explain their data practices. The need to use data robustly and in innovative ways
clashes with requirements that notices specify a particular purpose or use for data collected. The degree
to which data collection is integrated into infrastructures (such as intelligent vehicle highway systems) or
environments (such as workplaces or medical centers) can make posting notice difficult, and new
technologies such as mobile devices with small screens create new challenges for providing meaningful
notice. The increasing percentage of information that is supplied by someone other than the data
subject (e.g., through social media) further test the effectiveness of traditional notice.
We believe that in the data environment we are creating openness requires enhancing and building
upon traditional notices to achieve transparency. Transparency encourages companies to engage in
important data hygiene – investigating, understanding and disclosing what data they collect and hold,
how and why they use it, whether and for how long they maintain it, and how they secure and protect
it. Transparency involves complete and through explanation of data processing and protection practices
and selective and targeted notice. Taken together, these can accomplish transparency by giving
individuals, advocates and experts access to information about an organization’s data collection
intended; (c) any further information such as the recipients or categories of recipients of the data; whether replies
to the questions are obligatory or voluntary, as well as the possible consequences of failure to reply; the existence
of the right of access to and the right to rectify the data concerning him in so far as such further information is
necessary, having regard to the specific circumstances in which the data are collected, to guarantee fair processing
in respect of the data subject.
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The APEC Privacy Framework notice principle provides that, [p]ersonal information controllers should provide
clear and easily accessible statements about their practices and policies with respect to personal information that
should include: a) the fact that personal information is being collected; b) the purposes for which personal
information is collected; c) the types of persons or organizations to whom personal information might be
disclosed; d) the identity and location of the personal information controller, including information on how to
contact them about their practices and handling of personal information; e) the choices and means the personal
information controller offers individuals for limiting the use and disclosure of, and for accessing and correcting,
their personal information.
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practices, use of technologies and privacy protection measures. They can also continue to provide
regulators with a basis for enforcement.
Transparency and notice may best be realized through their implementation of two kinds of
communications:




Comprehensive disclosures, which provide an in-depth explanation of how an
organization collects, processes and protects data. Civil society, advocates, and experts
may review these notices to develop a detailed view of a company’s practices or gain an
understanding of developments across the digital marketplace. Regulators may compare
these statements with the company’s activities to determine whether their
representations are valid and whether their practices fall within the bounds of law and
commonly accepted guidance.
Context-specific notices, which provide concise, targeted information about data
collection, use, storage and protection so individuals can determine whether to make a
purchase, engage in some activity or interact with an online vendor. Focused, tailored,
context-specific notices that are made available to the consumer at the appropriate
time support individuals’ real-time decision making about collection and use of their
data.16

7. Individual Participation Principle
“An individual should have the right:
a) To obtain from a data controller, or otherwise, confirmation of whether or not the data
controller has data relating to him;
b) to have communicated to him, data relating to him within a reasonable time, at a charge, if
any, that is not excessive in a reasonable manner; and in a form that is readily intelligible to
him;
c) to be given reasons if a request made under (a) or (b) is denied, and to be able to challenge
such denial; and
d) to challenge data relating to him and, if the challenge is successful to have the data erased,
rectified, completed or amended.”
Organizations traditionally have relied on access and correction-deletion to implement individual
participation. Access as defined in the FIPPs includes not only a consumer's ability to view the data
collected, but also to verify and contest its accuracy. To be useful to the consumer, this access must be
inexpensive and timely.
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For example, smart phone apps may provide an opportunity for consumers to exercise choice about whether to
provide location data to a smart phone application, and at that time the information necessary to make that
choice.
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Access is essential to improving data accuracy, which benefits both data collectors who rely on such
data, and consumers who might otherwise be harmed by adverse decisions based on incorrect data. It
also make data collectors accountable to consumers for the information they collect and maintain about
consumers, and enable consumers to confirm that websites are following their stated practices.
To be meaningful, access must encompass timely and inexpensive access to data, a simple means for
contesting inaccurate, irrelevant, excessive or incomplete data, a mechanism by which the data collector
can verify the information, and the means by which corrections-deletions and/or consumer objections
can be added to the data file and sent to all data recipients.
Access traditionally has proven to be a challenging issue. Companies have often resisted access
requirements, citing the burden that responding to requests would entail, particularly as data stores
have grown in size. They have also cautioned that providing access would involve authenticating the
identity of individuals seeking access to data, and in doing so in some cases pose new privacy challenges.
Organizations have also raised concerns about the extent to which providing access might reveal
proprietary information.
Access-Correction/Deletion continues to be important to individual participation. When the processing
of data affects decisions about an individual, the ability to correct, delete or amend information is
needed to promote accurate, current results. In cases of sensitive information or information that can
be used to make a decision that affects the individual in some significant way, access to specific
information and the opportunity to correct, delete, challenge or amend the information is necessary.
(Exceptions to the ability to correct, delete and amend exist, e.g., in the case of credit reporting or
criminal records, when there is an overriding public policy interest.) In cases where the use of data will
not result in a decision that significantly affects the individual, access by way of notice (where a
company informs the individual of what data is held about him) may be appropriate.
Considerations surrounding when data should be deleted or suppressed will continue to pose
challenging issues. The Fair Credit Reporting Act provides that it is impermissible to use certain data past
a set time period.17 European law reflects the notion that some data about an individual may be so
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Except as authorized under subsection (b), no consumer reporting agency may make any consumer report
containing any of the following items of information:
(1) cases under title 11 of the United States Code or under the Bankruptcy Act that, from the date of entry
of the order for relief or the date of adjudication, as the case may be, antedate the report by more than
10 years.
(2) Suits and judgments which, from date of entry, antedate the report by more than seven years or until
the governing statute of limitations has expired, whichever is the longer period.
(3) Paid tax liens which, from date of payment, antedate the report by more than seven years.
(4) Accounts placed for collection or charged to profit and loss which antedate the report by more than
seven years.
(5) Records of arrest, indictment, or conviction of crime which, from date of disposition, release, or
parole, antedate the report by more than seven years.
(6) Any other adverse item of information which antedates the report by more than seven years.
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excessive in its extent or effect on the individual that the data subject should have the ability to request
its deletion or obscuring from search engines. Given the increased percentage of information that
relates to individuals but that does not come directly from data subjects it is important for stakeholders
to develop principles that allow a limited right to request deletion of even truthful data. It is critical that
the goals of these principles also include preserving, if not enhancing, free expression. Allowing a limited
right to delete inadequate, irrelevant or excessive data may foster free expression by removing the
chilling effect that may result when individuals must worry that everything they say, do and even think
may be stored forever and accessed by anyone.
8. Accountability Principle
“A data controller should be accountable for complying with measures which give effect to the principles
stated above.”
Over the past 30 years, laws, codes of conduct and international agreements addressing data protection
and privacy have incorporated the principle of accountability. While the principle is not new, there is
growing interest on the part of companies, regulators and lawmakers in how it can be more effectively
used to promote and define organizational responsibility for privacy protection.
Binding Corporate Rules (BCRs) are an accountability-based instrument to facilitate cross-border
transfers of personal data and protect personal data processed outside of the EU. BCRs are codes that
protect personal data in such transfers. A key element of BCR s is that the “guiding nature of the rules in
practice . . . would imply that the members of the corporate group, as well as each employee within it,
will feel compelled to comply.”18 Companies are required to demonstrate such compliance to the
appropriate data protection authorities.
Accountability is a key component of Cross-Border Privacy Rules (CBPRs), a mechanism to implement
the principles of the APEC Privacy Framework. CBPRs include a role for accountability agents, which may
include trust marks, seals and other private bodies.
Recently, companies and regulators have engaged in a long-term effort to define the contours of
accountability. In an accountability model, companies are required to establish policies that foster the
protection of individual privacy and to put in place programs and practices to further the effective
implementation of those policies. Accountability focuses on setting privacy-protection goals for
companies based on established public policy, and allowing them discretion to determine how those
goals are met. It requires that in making decisions about data collection, processing and protection
companies assess the risks data use poses for individuals and take appropriate steps to mitigate that
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“Transfers of personal data to third countries: Applying Article 26(2) of the EU Data Protection Directive to
Binding Corporate Rules for International Data Transfers, Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, 3 June 2003,
11639/02/EN WP 74
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risk. When asked to demonstrate the steps they have taken to be accountable, organizations will be
evaluated on the effectiveness of their internal processes and the credibility of their risk assessment.19
Accountable businesses adopt methods and practices to reach those goals in a way that best serves
their business models, the requirements of technology, and the demands of customers. In exchange,
accountability requires organization to be prepared to demonstrate responsible policies and systems
that effectively protect individuals and their data.20
Accountability best practices can be a useful tool for legislators and regulators. Lawmakers may provide
safe harbor protection or mitigation of sanctions for companies who can demonstrate that they meet
the requirements of accountability in their privacy programs and practices.21 Those same best practices
can also serve as an important enforcement tool for regulators who may require companies who have
not lived up to their responsibilities as stewards of personal data to employ accountability
mechanisms.22
APPLICATION OF THE FIPPS IN A DYNAMIC DATA ENVIRONMENT: A SYSTEMIC APPROACH
While an analysis of each of the FIPPs is necessary to any reconsideration of how they might be applied
in the emerging data ecosystem, it is important to remember that rote adherence to each individual
FIPP does not necessarily result in sound privacy protection. It is possible, for example, to deploy notice
and require consent, and still leave the individual with little, if any, confidence that their data will be
used and safeguarded responsibly. And in a technological, data-rich environment that changes rapidly
and in often dramatic and unexpected ways, the way the FIPPs are applied in their entirety will
determine how effectively they protect the individual. Moreover, by applying FIPPs in a holistic or
systemic way, companies can enhance privacy protections while unleashing the full innovative power of
data.
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“Demonstrating and Measuring Accountability: A Discussion Document,” Centre for Information Policy
Leadership as Secretariat for the Accountability Project, October 2010, available at
http://www.huntonfiles.com/files/webupload/CIPL_Accountability_Phase_II_Paris_Project.PDF, last accessed
December 29, 2014.
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Article 45 of the Spanish law establishes the amount of sanctions depending on the nature of the infringement.
Article 45.4 establishes the criteria that would qualify an organization for a statutory reduction in the amount of
the penalties. Such considerations would include the nature of the personal rights involved, the profits gained, the
degree of intentionality, damages, et al., Among the criteria recently included is the existence, prior to the
infringement, of adequate procedures and protocols in the collection and processing of personal data. If the
infringement is a consequence of an anomaly in the functioning of those procedures and not a consequence of a
lack of diligence, it would qualify an organization for a reduction under the statue.
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See e.g., In the Matter of Facebook, Docket C-4365, July 27, 2012, in which the FTC requires Facebook to, inter
alia establish and implement a comprehensive privacy program that includes a designated employee or employees
responsible for the program; engage in risk assessment and mitigation; and take reasonable steps to select and
retain service providers capable of appropriately protecting the privacy of information.
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Some data uses do not lend themselves to strict application of the full complement of the FIPPs. For
example, smart energy systems may collect data from households that may reveal the habits and
patterns of daily activities of the people who live there. That data can yield important predictions and
analysis of demand that can aid in resource distribution, making electrical power, for example, available
to the right areas of a municipality in the right volume at the right time of day or night. The shared
benefits that can flow from such a capability are significant, and individuals and households may not be
able to choose whether or not to participate in such a program. In light of that, collectors and users of
the data should provide heightened transparency, security safeguards and accountability. Because much
of the data and the results of its analysis could be considered sensitive when not aggregated, companies
should provide requisite security and engage in rigorous risk assessment and mitigation in determining
whether to use the data in a particular way. In this way, the FIPPs can be viewed as a system of levers to
be pulled and adjusted, or requirements to be given the weight necessary to provide the best protection
possible in the context of a particular technology or data application. The heightened focus on
accountability places greater burden on companies to make thoughtful, judicious decisions about how
best to apply FIPPs in a way that practically yields effective protections.
CONCLUSION
This paper represents a further step in Intel’s effort to reinterpret the FIPPs in a way that serves the
privacy interests of individuals and creates an environment that fosters innovation and the responsible,
robust use of data. Because FIPPs require practical implementation, it will be necessary to answer
critical questions, among them: Against what risks should companies evaluate their possible uses of
data? Who within companies makes decisions about the use of data for analytic processing? What are
allowed and prohibited uses? What criteria should companies use to determine when analytic
processing is appropriate? Resolving these issues is hard work and demands collaborative thinking. We
look forward to comment on this paper, and to hearing from stakeholders about how to answer these
pressing questions. We anticipate further developing these ideas in a future document.
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